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OMB New Testament

books contain clear statements as to who
them. Oftentimes the author's name is mentioned at
me beginning of the book. This is natural when it is an
Epistle, for it is usual to specify in a letter both by whom it is
,•rincn, and to whom it is sent. Most New Testament Epistles
begin widi the name of the sender and also mention the name or
names of those to whom the Lener is addressed. The Epistle to the
Galaaans, for instance, opens with the author's name: "Paul, an
Apostle ... to the churches of Galatia." The writer not only gives
bis name, but also adds a personal attribute which proves his
identity. The first Epistle of Peter, to0, begins: "Peter, an Apostle
of Jesus Oirist, to the elect who are sojourners in the Dispersion in
Fontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia." The Epistle of
Jude begins: "Judas, a servant of Jesus Christ, and brother of
James, to them that are called." Other New Testament books,
besides the Epistles, also contain in instances definite information
iegarding their authorship. Revelation, fo~ example, states unmiuakably and explicitly that its author is the John who was once
banished to the Isle of Patmos. "I John, your brother and partaker
with you in the tribulation and kingdom and patience which are
in Jesus, was in the isle that is called Patmos, for the Word of God
and the a:aimony of Jesus" (Rcv.1:9).

S
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But there are other New Tesaunent writings, and among them
some written in the form of Epistles, which do not reveal their
authorship. The Epistle to the Hebrews opens without mentioning
either the name of the writer or of those to whom it is sent.
The same applies to the Pim Epistle of John. Of the four Gospels.
Matthew and Mark are entirely anonymous. Also the Gospel of
Luke docs not state the author's name. Yct in its opening scntmca
the writer speaks in the first person singular, addressing the one to
whom his Gospel is dedicated, thus taking it for granted that the
writer was personally known to the addressee.
There arc, however, other writings which, though they ue
neither entirely anonymous nor identify the writer by name, yet
indicate so clearly who be is that it is impossible to call his identity
in question. Among these arc the Second and Third Epistles of
John and the book which we arc about to approach, the Gospel
of John. The author of the Second and Third Epistles of John was
known to contemporary readers, since the sender is named as
6 neaalJmeo;, i.e., "the elder," or "the aged." According to the
earliest sources of information, this was a way of naming John,
the son of Zebedee. Examining now the Gospel ol John, we discover in the last chapter that the writer is "the disciple whom
Jesus loved" (21:20, 24).
This disciple, who in the text of the Gospel is stated tO be its
author, never speaks of himself in the first person singular. He
rather reserves the pronoun "I" for the principal person in the
Gospel, Jesus Christ. However, in the Epistles of John and in the
Book of Revelation, which are written by the same author, he often
speaks in the first person singular.
Nevertheless, the writer of the fourth Gospel does refer to him·
self in the first person plural. That is to say, he includes himself
when mentioning others, and he is one of those of whom the Gospel
tells in its use of the pronominal third person. The Gospel contributes several passages which help us to identify the disciple
"whom Jesus loved."
We find, for instance, the first person plural in John 1:14:
"And the Word became Besh and dwelt among ,111 and w, beheld
His glory. • • .'' The writer here refers t0 himself expressly as
one who had seen Jesus and His works, who had indeed not only
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aa. bat had "beheld,"

227

that is, who bad not only grasped that

wbich cbe oatwud senses might note, but bad seen Him as He
mlly is, in His r)t,ry, that is, in His divine majesty. Th• ll#lhor is
,_,,., a ,,_;,,,.ss who hdS r•eogniutl tfflll tmllnstootl th•
aJllff'J of II. Pns,,,. of Christ. This points to a particular disciple,
one wbo had been with the Lord from the beginning and who
remained whb Him u His disciple. One is reminded of the opening
words of the Pint Epistle of John: 'That which was from the beginning, rim which we have beard, that which we have seen with
oar eyes. that which we beheld, and our hands handled, concerning
die Wmd of life ... declare we."
But the writer is mentioned as an eyewirness also in the third
pmon. and this witness is formally declared to be the writer of
tbe Gospel in chapter 19:35: "And he that hath seen hath borne
flliluss, and bis witness is true; and he knoweth that he saith true,
that ye also may believe." Our first impression of this statement
is that the writer wishes to say that he knot11s that he is speaking
die truth, not merely that he knows that he is not lying. Yet he
sugp more. H• means that he has seen that of which he ttJslifi,s so ,om(Jle11l7 that he reall7 knotus
it. the tr11th abot1I
Thus
one wbo claims to lcnow that he is speaking truly of Jesus Christ
alleges himself to be among those who have been initiated into the
deeper mysteries regarding the Person and work of Christ.
In the Gospel StOry this confidant and eyewitness is expressly
allcd "the disciple whom Jesus loved" for the first time in the
chapccr which tells of Jesus' last supper with His disciples. It is
there said of him: "There was leaning on Jesus' bosom one of
His clisciples, whom Jesus loved" (John 13: 23). He had the place
nearest to Jesus. Among the chosen disciples who were with their
Lord on speclally solemn occasions such as this, His last supper
with His nearest followers, this disciple is given precedence over
the others. His rank has been immortalized by the Fathers of the
Oiurcb by the epithet they applied to him, b:un11iho;, which corresponds 10 the expression "bosom friend."
The next mention of this disciple refers to him as standing at the
foot of the Cross (John 19:26-27). He is the disciple to whom
Jesus committed the care of His own mother, Mary, just before
He gave up His spirit.
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1951
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Again. it was "tbe disciple whom Jesus loved" and the foremmt
of the Apostles, Simon Peter, whom Mary Magdalene first mid of
her discovery that Jesus' grave was empty (John 20:2). Peter and
this disciple went together to the grave, and although this disdple reached it first. be waited for Peter to enter before him and
then followed him. These refeiences indicate that this disciple
wu amongchief
the
of the Apostles both during the earthly life
of Jesus Christ and afterwards and that only Peter rook precedence
over him, a prerogative which the beloved disciple sponwieously
accorded him.
Now, we know from the Gospel tradition, as we also kpow from
the other three Gospels. that the three most prominent disciples
of Jesus were Peter, James. and John. A disciple who was given
the spedal privileges which the beloved disciple of John's Gospel
was given must have been one of these three: Peter, James, or
John. Now be cannot have been Peter, for Peter, as we have seen,
is named in the passage referred to (John 20:2) as well as the beloved disciple. The choice remains, then, between James and John,
both sons of Zebedee. Of these James must be excluded as being
the author of John's Gospel, since, according to the cestimony
of the Aas of the Apostles (Acts 12:2), he was murdered by the
order of Herod at an early stage in his Apostolic ministry, probably
in the year 44 A. D. Now, we know that this Gospel cannot have
been written as early as 44 A. D. Therefore only one disciple
remains whose rank among his brethren corresponds tO the one
attributed tO the writer of the Gospel, the Apostle John, the son
of Zebedee. The Gospel itself, therefore, points t0 John, the son
of Zebedee, as its author.
Having recogniz.ed this, one finds other, less prominent details
in the Gospel which, in their turn, confirm the assumption that it
is the Apostle John who is affirmed tO be its author. Such passages
u those which in a curious manner omit the mention of John's
name, under circumstances which would normally have called for
its use, are among these. We find an illustrative example in the
record of the calling of the first disciples (John 1:35-51). We are
mid that first two of John the Baptist's disciples followed Jesus.
but with regard to their names it is only stated that "0,u of IH
l1llo which beard John speak and followed him was Andrew, Simon
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'-'• brcxber" (John 1 :40). The name of the other is not given.
Am mis incident, each of the disciples is named: Simon Peter,
Philip. Nathanael There can be no question that the second of the
6m nro clisdples spoken of in John 1 :40 is John, the son of
7.ebmee, the author of the Gospel. Thus it is tacitly indicated that
die eyewimea. who is the writer of the Gospel, was with the Lord
from the very beginning of His ministry, just as it is expressly
empbashed, u we have seen, that he was present in the hour of

Jani death and at the

occasion when the grave was seen to be

empty. The close relationship between "the beloved disciple" and
Pmr is confirmed by the Book of Aas, which repeatedly mentions
Pmr and John in one breath. We read there bow "Peter and John
1l'ae going up to the Temple" (Aas 3:1), how a lame man saw
Pela: and John about to go into the Temple (3:3). and bow be
"held Peter and John" (3:11). Again we find that the people
•aw the boldness of Peter and John" ( 4: 13) 1 that "Peter and
John answered" the Council (4:19), and that the Apostles sent
Peter and John to Samaria when they beard that "Samaria had
received the Word of God" (8:14). We see, therefore, that the

merences to "the beloved disciple" in the Gospel of John tally
exactly with the picture we are given in the other Gospels and in
the Aas if we assume that "the beloved disciple" was John, the
son of 7.ebedeee. There can be no doubt that the Christians who
lived at the ti= when die Gospel was first written well understood
m wbom the expression "the disciple whom Jesus loved" referred.
It referred t0 John, the son of 2'.ebedee.
WHAT THE EAllLY CHURCH TAUGHT ABOUT THE AUTHOR

We are not dependent, however, only on the internal evidence
and the suggestions of the Gospel itself regarding its author's
identity; there are also important data outside the Gospel which
must be examined. The most significant source of information outside the Gospel itself with reference to its origin is the knowledge
preserved by the Church. This knowledge is called tradition.
The faithful preservation of tradition is not a charaaeristic only
of the primitive·Church. In the history of almost every people, in
widely separated area, and at all periods, we find that there has
been the effort to preserve traditions, and the capacity to do so.
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1951
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Evay people having a rreasury of knowledge which it values and
venerates, preserve
strives to
means
that rreasury by
of tndidon.
This is most emphatically true when the treaSW'C is looked upoo as
saaed. The ability faithfully to preserve tradition bas been, and
still is, peculiarly prominent among oriental peoples, although.
as we have said, it is probably not entirely absent from any
Among the Eastern nations which have most carefully pmened
their traditions, the foremost are the Jews, the Hindus, and the
Odoese. Of these the Jews come first.
The primitive Oiristian Church, which in its early si:ages consisted largely of Jewish converts, possessed this capacity both ro
secure and to preserve tradition. But what do we mean by a genuine tradition? The question is not so irrelevant as it at first appears
tO be, for the word is sometimes used t0 connote things which cannot be called genuine tradition.
If a tradition is t0 be accepted as genuine, it must, first of all,
be something handed down and carried forward with unchanged
content and, essentially, in an unchanged form from one person
tO another, from one generation t0 another, and from one group ro
another. It must be a series, a chain, in which each link is fastened
t0 the next. This is the first condition.
The second condition of a genuine tradition is that the first link
in this chain of tradition must reach back tO the place and time
from which the content of the tradition derives, so that its foundation rests on facts. A tradition about an event must, in order lO
be genuine, have as its first link its "tradent," as it is called, that
is, one or more persons who themselves witnessed the event. A tradition which contains someone's saying or doctrine must have as
its first tradent a person or group of people who actually heard the
utterance and carefully remembered its substance and even its form.
Hence we see that if a tradition is t0 be accounted genuine, it
must derive from the original source and have been handed down
in an unbroken chain, unchanged in any case, as tO its content.
That it is important co keep these simple, obvious,
elemenand
tary principles in mind may easily be demonstrated from a ~ •
examples which lie well 'w ithin the compass of the cask we have
set ourselves: the effort to determine the authorship of the fourth

naaoa.

Gospel.
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1'he IIIIIIDftl in the fourth Gospel, for instance, have somelima 1-n lpoken of u being uaditionaL They are indeed nar-

mna of what Jam did and said or of what happened to Him.
U diae Dllluifts are to be reguded traditional, or if we are to
spu of awclirion in them or
behind them, we must assume tw0
diinp: fiat, that what is told here really comes to us from an cyewimm and one who himself heard what is told; and, secondly,
dm me one who recorded it, that is to say, the author or compiler
of die Gospel, is •ol himself that cyewimcss, but one who has
ftlCfflal tbc narrative indirectly or directly from an eyewimcss.
H we believe that the one who tells any event of the Gospel of
Jobn wu himself an ~imess, then bis story is not a tradition.
Nor is it • aadition if the Evangelist himself bad adapted a typical
Gospel 1U11f or has expounded a theological doctrine in order to
mm me problems and needs of a later generation.
Anocher signi6cant example may be given of beliefs held reguding the time and place of composition of the fourth Gospel.
It is evident that one may speak not only of the traditions of the
Gospel, mat is, traditional.records of the words and works of Jesus
which are found in the Gospel text itself, but also, for instance,
of uadidons 1160111 the Gospel, traditions regarding its authorship,
us dace, tbc place where it was written, etc. Properly speaking,
however, the word 1,lllluion in this connection can only be applied
m such swemcncs couching these questions which go back to the
aaual time and place of the writing of the Gospel and which have
been preserved as a direct restimony regarding them. If some
(IUnnncfing author, one of the fourth-centuty Fathers, for instance,
on ground of his researches, his study of the Bible, and of comparisons between the historical knowledge he bad acquired and the
nrrmenrs of the Gospel itself, draws conclusions with regard to
the •mborship and date of the Gospel, and if afterwards these conclusions are repeated by later writers who quote him, this can never
a genuine tradition. Regardless of the number of years
this Patber's conclusions may be repeated and handed on, they
an Deftt become a tradition in the real and correct sense of the
word, since they do not go back to the time of the origin of the
Gospel. They mnain the private conclusions of one of the Church
Farhers. Now one often meets the claim in exegetical literature

me

consmua:
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that a statement referring to the origin of the Gospels is a uaditioo
which may be found in the worb of such and such a ooe of me
Patben. In such cues the word tradition is used in a misJesdiog
way. It is, tberebe, of great imponance to distinguish between
a genuine tradition and the private opinions or conclusions of •
Church Father or, indeed, of any learned man or of any individual

group.
A genuine tradition must be conceded the utmost significance.
When there is a chain of tradition, there is a saong guarantee for
the truth and validity of its content. It is also a rule, practlally
without exception, that wherever there is an unbroken chain of
tradition, the content of the tradition is preserved from generation
accuracy. This fact has been def.
initely proved by experience in a variety of ways. Over and over
again historical and archaeological discoveries have proved the
accuracy of a tradition which had been subject to doubt owing to
its apparent incredibility or to other arguments and cooclusioos.
It has been proved that it is possible to preserve the content and
even the form of a tradition unchanged through thousands of
years. That which has been handed down by word of mouth has
often shown itself to be better protected from corruption than
that which has been committed to writing and print. Copies and
reprints always leave room for clerical and printers' errors, that
is, for mistakes and changes.
We must call attention to another very simple and somewhat
obvious thing because it is frequently overlooked. A tradition may
consist of the content only, or of both content and form. Or, to use
a technical term,
traditions
there are
with a fixed content only,
and uaditions with both a fixed ·content and a fixed form. 1ne
latter are much more common than the former. Traditions which
are only fixed as to content, not as to form, usually consist of only
a few faas. A tradition which is made up of a large number of
related facts is usually wholly or relatively fixed as to its form
and, if it was not fixed from the first, became so in course of time.
With regard to the authorship of the Gospel of John, its elate,
and the place where it was written, there is an unbroken tradition
which admits of only one construction. But this tradition is fixed
in its content, not in its form. This, however, is, as we have jast
to generation with the minutest
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Jll'Oftll. quia:

natural. The tradition, although it is , clear and

ama admit o{ mme tban one interpretation, contains only three
plain. simple &cu: ( 1) The author of the Gospel is John, the son
of 7.cbalee; (2) tbe Gospel was written in Asia Minor; (3) the
Gospel was published by John while he was living at Ephesus and
bad mdm ID advanced age.
'lbe uadidon is chiefly found in the writings of the early
Fadm, The

most

important reference to it is to be found in

wiaeus (142-202 A.D.), who was Bishop of Lyons about
178 A. D. lrenaeus' statement about these facts is in a clear and
weil-axmeaed chain of tradition: The Apostle John - Bishop
Polymp of Smyrna-Bishop lrcnaeus of Lyons. Bishop Polycarp
of Smyrna wu the personal disciple of the Apostle John, and
lmmus·tbe personal disciple of Polycarp, and in each case their
period of discipleship was in their youth. According to the quotalion in Eusebius' History (5:8:4), lrenaeus says: "John the disciple
of the Lcxd, who leaned on the Lord's bosom, published the Gospel
himself while he was living at Ephesus in the province of Asia."
Whenever henaeus says. 'The Lord's disciple," he names John the
SOD of Zebedee.
In a fragment of a list of the writings which were regarded
sured in the churches at the end of the first century, a fragment
which has been named after its discoverer and is called Muratori's
Fragment, Luke is named as the third Gospel and John as the
founh. The section of the list which mentioned the first and second
Gospels is missing. The compiler of this list, who was probably
Bishop Hippolytus (about 165-234 A.D.), says about John's

Gospel:
•As the fourth Gospel (we have) that by John, one of the
clisciples. Because his disciples and bishops (continually) urged
him (to make his Gospel public), he said to them: 'Fast with me
for three days from today, and let us then tell one another what
has been rcvcalcd to each one of us.' It was then revealed to Andrew, one of the Apostles, that John should tell all in his name
and the others should examine his work. It makes no difference
lberefore to the faith of believers that the Gospels begin in different
ways, because everything regarding ( the Lord's) birth, suffering,
rcsurrection, converse with His disciples, or His two advents Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1951
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the 6m in lowlioea (and) despised, which bas already came to
pus. (and) the seamd in royal power and glory, which is :,et m
be-became all this in each of them is sec forth py the ame
guiding Spirit. Little wonder, then, that John so definitely am
all this in his Epistles, and says of himself: 'Tluit which our e,a
have seen and our ean have beard and which our bands baff
handled wrice we unto you.' In this way he declares himself not
only to be an eyewitness, but also one who has heard and recorded
all the lord's (Christ's) miracles."
Therereason
is no
to doubt that the first part of this statanent
is something which the writer of the document quOteS as having
been communicated to him. It is not, however, expressly saated
that it is in every detail a tradition, that is, a communication mat
goes back to the original source. The place of publication of the
Gospel, which is taken for granted, and presumably reganled u
so obvious that it did not require specific mention, is Asia Minor;
for it was there the Apostle John had his bishops. While John
was in Ephesus, he was quite naturally a spiritual father and au•
thority for the bishops of the neighboring cities, a circumsrancc
which is also inferred, 11s we shall show later, in the Book of Rev•
elation, since we read there the letters which John sent to the seven
churches of Asia Minor.
Cement of Alexandria in Egypt ( t A. D. 215) makes the follow•
ing statement, telling us expressly that it is 11 tradition: "In COD•
sideration of the fact that what had been revealed in the (other)
Gospels was (so to speak) the bodily form (of the Gospel), John,
as the last ( of the Gospel authors) wrote a spiritual Gospel, being
urged thereto by men of repute and divinely led by the·Spirit"
Cement of Alexandria tells, moreover, in another connection, that
John appointed bishops when he returned to Ephesus after bis
banishment to the Isle of Patmos. We observe that Clement beie
makes the same statement as the Muratori Fragment, namely, that
the Gospel was published at the urgent request of others.
'Ibis statement by Cement contains two expressions which demand a fulle.r explanation, '"lbe bodily form of the Gospel" and
"a spiritual Gospel." The word "bodily" here means simply the
rudiments, the first things which were taught to those who bad
not yet become Christians, and which were to them the basic el•
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol22/iss1/21
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w

of tbei, Ctrisrian faith. The "spiritual," on the other hand,
wa wbat Pal in his Pint Epistle to the Corinthians also calls
•spiriam1,• ar "wildcm," and of which he ays. ''We speak wisdom
111111111 dic: perfect" (1 Cor.2:6). The fundamental facts tbemRlws ammd which the explanation was built in the elementary
nc:hing mat is. in the ''bodily form," were the same as in the
mace adftDCld teaching. the "spiritual" Gospel. The central themes
wae in bom cues Oirist's work of salvation, His death and res-

mmaon. 1be cliffereoce consisted in the deeper penetration into
dim &as of almion, or foundation facts, which was imparted
me "spiritual" Gospel This difference was caused by the fact
mac me .iaders or listeners had arrived at different levels of
lllllllrity. It is natural to present a body of doctrine to listeners
or readm who are mature, experienced, and spiritually advanced
in a WIJ diffaent from that which we employ when instructing
dae who u yet have no spiritual experience or only a very elememuy one. This is true in all areas of learning.
the first three Gospels correspond manifestly to what has been
called roissiorwy teaching, that is to say, elementary teaching.
But me Gospel of John, according to tradition, represents a deeper
undmuoding of revealed truth. Yet the subject matter is in each
ase me same: Grist's work of salvation. It is not, therefore, co-

in

mely axrca to represent John's Gospel as being, in relation to the
fim three, a spiritual Gospel and the others as only bodily Gospels
if this implies that the first three treat of the externals of the work
and caching of Cluist and John's more of the inner side. The first
dme are not called "bodily" Gospels to suggest that they do not
deal widi the central truths of the work of Christ or that they only
regard His work fromoutward
the
point of view. The rudimentary
racbing trulJ had u its content the most central theme of the
Gospel: Jesus Cluist and Him Crucified, as Paul puts it in First
Corinthians (2:2). On the other hand, it is true that a "spiritual,"
•paeanwic Gospel penetrates more deeply into this central
mcme and poinrs out the deeper significance of all that Jesus did
and aid.
the rat of tbe early Patbers who speak of the origin of the
Gospel of John repeat the details concerning authorship, date, and
place of wridog which have been mentioned in the statementS
0
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alieadythey
quoced, in ., far as
make reference to tradition. Tbae
is, as we have observed and emphasized already, a great dif£erence
between referring to tradition and making a Statement OD me
ground of one's own conclusions.
isolated
1be
statements
which
may be found in the writings of the Syrian Father Ephraim (Efrem)
must be counted among the latter. He says at the end of his commentary on the Gospel harmony, the Dilll•sstn"On: "John wrote it
(the Gospel) in Greek at Antioch, for he stayed in that counay
until the time of the Emperor Trajan (98 A. D.)." This is not
recmded from a tradition. It is comparativelythis
easy to recoosuuet
which led
theEphraim
to
conclusion. He knew
that Bishop Ignatius of Antioch was a disciple of the Apostle
John, and draws the conclusion from this fact that John must
have had his settled minisuy in Antioch. To the Syrian Father,
it was natural to regard the Capital of Syria, Antioch. as a cenml
see from which John's sojournings in Asia Minor might be
looked upon as temporary excursions. Antioch lay approximately
halfway between the two places where John would appear chieB.y
to have lived. Jerusalem (in his early period) and Ephesus (during
the later period of bis life).
THB AUTHENTICITY OP THE GOSPEL

1be term •lllhcnticu, denotes the fact that a given book really
was written by the one who is said to be its author either in the writ•
ing itself or in a tradition regarding it. The question whether the
Gospel of John may be regarded as authentic, is, then, a quesaon
John, the son of Zebedee, was or was not itS
whether the
author. That he was the author the Gospel itself implies, as we
have seen, and tradition expressly states.
If we call in question the authenticity of John's Gospel, a few
fundamental things must be pointed out.
· First, we must recall that the early Christian Church cested most
thoroughly the authenticity of all writings which laid claim to be
of Apostolic origin. It must not be imagined that credulity carried
any weightthis
in matter.
One of the first conditions a book had
to·meet to be regarded as a genuinegeneral
Christian
use Scripture was that
it
in
in the churches, and that it was used for public
iading in the services. 1be early Cllristian Church was. indeed,
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol22/iss1/21
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mil mpea that some writings which cenainly
were
of ApaaUc origin were not reganied u genuine Christian Scripllllt. We bow, for example, that the Apostle Paul wrote at least
a lmer m me c:hun:h in Corinth which WU not included among
die adien1k Scriptures, simply because it wu not genctally used
diraagbom me whole Oiurch. And we have every reason to sup,- mu cxber Leaen by Paul were not included. The Church
knew mu she WU under the guidance of the living lord, Christ,
11111 die Saipmres which bad been generally accepted in all the
chmda bad. because of this very circumstance, the sanction, so to
speak. of lbe Lord Himself. And the usage of certain Christian
Scripaua in the Oiwch evidently went back to the source itself,
ID that lbe faa of usage became a significant paint in the tra-

ID cmfa1 in

cliliaa.
Secondly, the &a that there is a tradition with regard to the
origin and ambonhip of any writing is a very impartant paint.
Tndmoo must, u wc have already shown, be regarded as a strong
mdemia1. and wc must have peculiarly emphatic reasons for
rejmiog iL Anyone who calls the traditional paint of view in
cpsdon must ,J.ve proof of his position. Any re350ns which disregud die iwemcnts of a tradition must be supparted by docmaemuy evidence, that is to say, there must be valid proofs taken
&om wridogs or from hisrorical discoveries to which unquestionable
dala an be affimL If there were, for example, a writing dating
&om me beginning of the second century, the genuineness of which

beyond question, and which showed that the Gospel of John
bad IDOlher author, or which proved that the Gospel was not
wriam until the second century, a certain doubt might apse regarding lbe audienticity of this Gospel. But there are no documents
tliscoflni,s
"'b.,""' and no historit:lll
which in any way contradict
die uadidon that the Gospel of John was published by the Apastle
John during the latter part of his ministry, while he was residing

""IS

II

Ephesus.
No objeaions

to established authenticity may be seriously en-

mained if these objections result only from personal and private
aiojm'mes u to what is reasonable or possible. Experience has
pnmd such conjeaures so utterly worthless that their day should
by now be put among those who claim to be seriously incerested
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1951
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in scholarship. Data which were said to be impossible or impmbable on t h e ~ of penona1 views or conclusions-mat is,
without documentary evidence-have o&en proved to be tbe only
possibility or probability when further knowledge came ID light
through discovety or research. Among many examples of this
nature we quote one: Fromearliest
the
times St. Paul's Epistle to

Pbilemon was believed to have been written from Rome ID Philemon in Colossac in Asia Minor. The Epistle tells of a runaway
slave, Onesimus, who was at the same place where Paul was.
It was argued that it was impossible, or highly improbable, that •
slave who ran away from his master in Asia Minor should have
gone as fat as Rome and, further, that he should have gone to
the capital, where he would run a greater risk than anywbae
else of being apprehended by the Roman instrument of jusdce,
which was concentrated in Rome. This is a typical argument
based upon what is taken for granted, that is, upon what is thought
ID be reasonable. But what is here thought "reasonable" is grounded.
as it is so often in other connections, upon ignorance. In reality
it has been found by those who have taken the trouble to inform
themselves of the facts of the case that runaway slaves of that
period chose t0 .8ee to Rome, where they had the surest prospect
of being able to evade their masters' search and so escape being
caught and sent back.
Another example of reasoning which is founded on ignoran«,
and which couches the Gospel of John directly, is the following:
It is said that the Apostle John was a fisherman from Galilee.
How could an ignorant, uncouth fisherman from obscure Galileeso ruQS the objection - have written such beautiful Greek Ian·
guage and conceived so artistic a work as the Gospel of John?
This argument can be defended only as long as one is entirely
ignorant of the conditions of the time and circumstances here in
question. Even a very little general reading and hist0rical knowledge make this objection r.idiculous. Even if the particular quali·
fications which came int0 being through the writer's apprehension
by Ouist are entirely ignored, one need only point, for example,
to the number of remarkably learned rabqis in those days who wae
recruited &om the artisan class. If one is acquainted, for iomoc:e,
with the well-known smry of Rabbi Aluba, who until his fortieth
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol22/iss1/21
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Jar wa an enmely unlearned tille.r of the soil and in a far lower
IDCial pmidon du the Apostle John, but who at that age began
ID smdy and became a most learned and inB.ucntlal rabbinical
ICbolar, men such an objection as the one mentioned above can
an1y povob a smile of compassion. We have, moreover, many
mmples &om modem times which illustrate how a gripping expaiaK-e an educate a man and give him knowledge and capacity
far beyond that which may be acquired through regular schooling
and IC'IClemk training. But such objections often appear to be more
enlightening than the reasons that rest on real facts. This is quite
nuural in cases when the reader is as ignorant of the matter as the
person who propounds his objection. It is reasonable and probable
lO him who puts forward his opinion; and it is just as reasonable
and pmbable to him who reads what the first has written. When
the iofcrmed person tells the ignorant person the real facts of the
me, be carries him beyond the sphere of experience, and doubt
easily arises in the latter's mind, and he says: This is impossible
and incredible. In brief, the argument built on the premise that
John because he was a .fisherman was therefore ignorant is an example of reasoning which grows out of lack of knowledge. It is
DOC an objection which is worthy of being met in serious debate.
Doubts regarding, or denial of, the authenticity of the Gospel
of John have found expression in only two limited periods in the
eighteen hundred years in which the Gospel has been in existence.
lhe first of these two periods was very brief. It occurred at the
close of the second century and in a limited circle. A small group
in Asia Minor denied the genuineness of the fourth Gospel and
won over a certain Gaius of Rome t0 its point of view. The group
is named by one of the Church Fathers, Epiphanius, in a list of
heresies and false doctrines which he compiled and described. The
group referred to is the fifty-first of the heresies which he enummca, and Epiphanius gave them, intentionally, a name with a
double meaning: Alogi. By applying t0 them this name, which
means lilerally those who are without Logos, Epiphanius meant to
emphasize the point that they deny the Gospel which speaks of the
Word, the Logos, which was in the beginning with God and was
God, that is, the Gospel of John. But Alogi also means "without
rcuon," or "foolish" ( cf. illogictll).
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1951
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It wu not became of hisuxical research that these people bid
iacbcd the conclusion that John was not the writer of die fomlb
Gospel, much less became they had a tradition to support their
views. Their iejeaion of the Gospel was the result of a rheological
interest. They were the bitter opponents of a sectarian movemmr.
called Mo11ranism1 which had spread w.idely
t:bat at
time
and which
used the Gospel of John to support the belief held by its membm
that the Spirit which Jesus had promised, the Paraclete, was acdvely
at work among them. In order to deprive the Montanists of the
support of the Gospel of John, the ~led Alogi maintained that
it was not John, but Cerinthus. whom John opposed, who was
the author of the Gospel.
The second time the authenticity of the Gospel was seriously
questioned was at a much later date. This second period began
at the close of the eighteenth century and has lasted to our own
day. Por all practical purposes it has ended in 1935, as we shall
show immediately. But because there still are many New Testament
scholars who have been accustomed since their student days to
regard the fourth Gospel as non-Johannine and non-Aposrolic,
we still find in textbooks and even in scientific theological works
the outworn doubts regarding the authenticity of this Gospel.
It was Evanson, an Englishman, who in 1792 stated his doubcs
concerning the Apostolic origin of the fourth Gospel. In that ycsr
Evanson published a work entitled The Dissonance of th, Po•
Gm1r•ll1 R1e1ivetl E11tmgelis11. He supported his argument, as the
title of the book implies. by recourse t0 the alleged conuadictioas
and differences between the first three Gospels and the fourth.
He maintained that an Apostle and eyewitness could nor have
but that it must have been some philosopher
written the
of the Platonic school of the second century. Evanson was followed
by other English and German theologians. The work which rm.y
be regarded as the real beginning of the attack on the fourth
Gospel, which reached its climax in the nineteenth century, was
the German Superintendent Bretsehneider's thesis in Latin: Pro·
h•bili,, de ftltmgelii el et,i.s1olar11m
]ohannis apostoli indole
''
origin, (Probabilities concerning the charaaeristics and origin of
the Gospel and the Epistles of the Apostle John), which he, as
the title says, "modestly submits to the judgment of the learned"
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fllDtHsla). He assenm, moreover, that the
Gaspel WU DOI: written by John, but by a converted Gentile,
who probably came &om Alexandria in Egypt and lived in the
first balf of rbe second century. He to0k his Alexandrian origin
b pmd because be thought that the author of the Gospel must
bne been schooled in Alexandrian philosophy. Bretschneider in-

,.,.,.,,,,. iaUdis

latermofased in
deed
yean that his position was untenable. His
book became typical, however, of a negative attitude mward the

Gospel. because his ptincipal objection was directed against the
CuistOlogy of John's Gospel, which, he maintained, proved the
Gospel ID be a post-Apostolic writing.
1'be 2lellith of attack on the authenticity of the Gospel of John

was mcbed by the theories which were put forward by that giant
in so-alled critical exegesis. Ferdinand Christian Baur, professor at

Tuebingen aocl leader of the theological persuasion known as the
Tuebingen School Baur published his first critical remarks in
1844 in Zeller's Theologi&al Yearbook and later, in 1847, in

c,.;,.

itel S1wlies in 1h, Canonical Gospels.
Although Baur's whole theory has been proved false, he is the
pm master among all modern critics in the ability of logical and
cogent demonstration. The reason that his presentation is false
is that be built his whole fabric on a shaky basis. His foundation
was bis reconstruction of early Christianity. Baur accepted the
diakcdc philosophy of the German philosopher Hegel and reconSU'IICU!d church history in accordance with Hegel's dialectic: thesis,
antithesis, and synthesis. He believed this dialectic to be the ruling
principle in historical development.
In Cliristianity and the growth of the Christian Church the
thais, according to Baur, is a Jewish-Christian point of view; the
antithesis is the reaction against everything Jewish, the direct opposition of Ciristianity to Judaism. This antithesis, so Baur belimd, was initiated and supported by the ministry and theology
of the Apostle Paul. The synthesis came later in the settling of
die strife which had arisen. In Baur's historical reconstruction
there is no room for the Gospel of John before the latter half of
the second century, and consequently he places the origin of the
Gospel about A. D. 170. The Gospel which is presented as an
account of the life and work of Christ is therefore for Baur, in
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1951
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realilJ, a para~ and ieinterpmation of the U'Acbing of Quist
and a doarioe about Him adapted to the needs of a wer time.
It does not reftect the period which wu contemporuy wirh Jam,
but ia own period with ia opinions and problems.
It may, widi good reason, be said that all subsequent aiticilms
of the fourth Gospel are in reality only modifications of Baur'•
theories. modifications which have most often been caused by die
uoreuooableness of placing the origin of the Gospel l'OO far for.
ward in time. In geneial. however, aitics have held m Baur'•
fundamental theory, that the Gospel docs not reflect the real cirand events of the period which it professes to pormy,
but the theology and the demands of a later time.
Naturally enough. throughout the whole period in which the
Gospel has been so freely criticized there have always been some
students who defended the genuine character of John's Gospel and
who therefore looked for historical proofs and other argumcms
which would refute the critics and justify the traditional posidoo.
These efforts had a positive value: the necessity of refuting the
critical position brought to light new and valuable material. But
these efforts also had a negative aspect: conservative theologians
often became the victims of those whom they were seeking to re~,
and so it happened that the critical approach dominated also the
work of those who were opposed to negative criticism.
Finally, efforts at reconciliation were made. Some uied tO find
good points on both sides and to discover theories which v.'OUld
in a measure justify both interpretations. In this category we must
place the suggestion which claimed that the "core" of the Gospel
is historical, although it obviously reflects the theology of a hm
period. Herc we must mention also the whimsical notion that the
Gospel was not written by the Apostle John, but by one who was
named John and who srood in some relation to the Apostle, a
so-called "Presbyter" John of Ephesus. In the same category are
the attempts to divide the Gospel into various "sources," the socalled "divided-source" hypothesis, according to which the Gospel
as we now have it came into existence in different smges: an
ancient, possibly historical record, a later theological revision, and
final carefully edited composition.
Both the negative criticism and the attempts at reconciliation

CWDSWlCCS
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wae. buwevu, J,,peocleot on one essential presupposition:

that the

Gaapel did not come in10 existence before the end of the second
c:mmr:y. Behind this lay the theological concern 10 be able 10 su~
parta tbaxy of hillodcal development in which there was no place
for • Gospel which had an Apostle and an intimate eyewim.ess as
ill ambor. All these attempts are futile if it can be proved that the
Gaspel must have been written in the first century when some of the
first eyewitnesses were still alive. Por it was clear, even to the
logical crida, perhaps especially to them, that a Gospel claiming to
be the ladmony of an eyewitness who was so personally acquainted
with Jesus and His work as the disciple whom Jesus loved, could
DOC ha,e come int0 being during that disciple's lifetime and not
be wriam by him.
That negative aiticism could command such wide attention as
it did wu due tO the fact that it was not the fruit of pure research,
but raultal from a concern which was interwoven with the widely
ampced opinions of contemporary thinkers. It seemed unreasonable and undesirable that one of Jesus Christ's Apostles should
have expcessed such lofty thoughts as those found in the Gospel
of John. The statement that the Gospel was not by John, but came
from anomer period was no more than wishful thinking. Typial mmples of such thinking are easy to find. Weizsaecker,
for instance, says in his book on the Apostolic Era ( Apostolischss
ZntMl,r): "It is in no wise thinkable that any of the Apostles
cou1cl unite bis belief in Christ with the belief that Christ was
dm Wmd which was in the beginning with God and was God."
In his HaJ&ommnt11r, Holtzmann maintains that it is impossmle m believe that Christ, as He does in the Gospel of Jo~,
would speak of His divine and His human nature. Other aitics
bluntly declared that Jesus could not possibly have been preexistent u God. No one who had actually seen and heard Jesus
and even been His intimate friend could possibly, so they reasoned,
bate arrmd at the conclusion that the Jesus whom he had seen
1rim his own eyes was the Christ, the Son of God. The Gospel of
John, therefore, must have been written by some other than an
e,ewimess and an Apostle, and, besides, it must have originated,
at the earliest, in the second century when every firsthand recolleaion of Jesus had died out.
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1951
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The faa that such ttasoning was considered enUghrening and
did not depend on its intrinsic value, but rather upon ill
with
conespondence
views of life then prevalent. It is obvious
tbar, given other argue
piem.ises,
possibleit is
to
in the opposile
direction, and to do 10 with greater cogency. It is possible co say:
It is unbelievable that anyone could conceive the idea of attributing
to a man whom he bad never seen, but only heard of, divine
attributes or 10 unique a position as the one Jesus holds in the
Gospels. The conception of Jesus which we find in the Gospels
cannot reasonably be
in any other way than that it is
derived from men who had lived under the immediate inJlueoce
of an overwhelming personality. What is said of Jesus in the
Gospel of John is inexplicable if we are to regard it as an imagina·
dve cttation. We can account for it only on the 11SSwnprion that
it comes from one who, as the declared author claims to do, speaks
of that which he himself has heard, which his own eyes have seen
and beheld, and which he has handled with his hands. Only one
who was present himself and who therefore cannot doubt the
testimony of his own eyes and ears, and of years of personal ex•
pericnce, can tell such unique things about another as the Gospel
of John docs about Jesus. Such an argument is on rational grounds
at least as valid as itS opposite.
PAPYRUS DISCOVERIES WHICH THROW LIGHT

ON THE DATE OP THE GOSPEL

StudcntS who recognized the groundless nature of the criticism
against the Gospel of John naturally endeavored to check and
refute each point of the argumentS that had been brought forward
against the genuineness of the Gospel. It will be readily undcrsrood that the critics did not content themselves with propcunding
their chief argument, the decisive reason for rejecting the genuineness of the Gospel, but they looked for proofs independent
of the bias which lay behind the main argument. Secondaty argumentS of this kind were, for instance, that John's Gospel difcrs
from the other three Gospels in itS record of the life and words of
Jesus and that John's Gospel is colored by Hellenism and is not
Palestinian. These secondary argumentS, however, were so loosely
conceived that they were exceedingly easy
refute
to
by means of
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llllllJ 11111 raeudi UUO the CODlemporaiy literature and history
of me cadJ Clirisdan period. They all proved to be without evilena: if it wu DOC first assumed that the Gospel was not written
lllldl we in the sc:cond century. Yet this was the fact which
needed m be demonstrated, for the entire argument which denies
me Apostolic origin of the Gospel bung upon it.
This wu true, for .instance, with regard to the statement that the
Gospel wu thoroughly permeated by Hellenistic thought and
must tbmfore have been written in a period when the Christian
Oimcb wu under Hellenistic influences. It was possible to mainlain me probability of such a statement only as long as the student
limited his scuch for parallel examples and proofs to Greek literature which threw light upon conditions prevailing in the second
century.
If me student took the trouble to study the extensive Jewish
wmture, he soon found that far from being exclusively familiar
with Hellenistic thought,
writer the
of the Gospel of John was at
least equally familiar with Palestinian conditions and Jewish terminology. It is, in fact, possible to make discoveries in Jewish
and Samaritan literature and in Oriental literature generally which
duow light on John's Gospel and which arc equally rewarding and
lO the point. This could be refuted by no other argument than that
John's Gospel was, after all, a production of the second century,
which no longer had any connection with the Palestinian tradition.
It "''II clear, then, that the only real support for the denial of the
genuineness of the Gospel was the statement that the Gospel
originated in the second century. If it could be demonstrated that
the date of the origin of John's Gospel could not be placed so
late as A. D. 120 or thereafter, the whole fabric of criticism was
completely shattered.
A definite proof of this nature came to light in 1935 with the

discovery of a fragment of a transeription of the Gospel of John
found among the papyri in the John Ryland's Library in Manchester. It had been brought there from Egypt.
uttle by little an almost numberless quantity of different kinds
of paPJfUS dating from different centuries has been discovered in
the sands of Egypt. 1be study of these papyri has become a
science of its own, and the students of this science have succeeded
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in finding exact methods by means of which they can demmiDe me
H8

ewe and nature of each papyrus. Since there is such a 'VUt quamity
of material to compare and classify, it bas become possible to determine the date of a papyrus by its appearance ( the 1eXtWe and
the construction of the papyrus sheet), the shape of the wmin&o
the letters. abbreviations, ete. Theoretically, therefore, it is possible
to determine the date of a papyrus to within a decade by ics external
character, without any reference to its content.
The contents of these papyri vary. There are business lenas,
letters from moneylenders requesting payment, tailon' bills, and
transcriptions of books and pa.mphleu which belonged to some
private library or to the archives of a society. We also find among
these papyri fragments of the writings of Greek philosophers
and historians and of religious writings and classical poems. It is
not surprising that among these papyri, fragments of copies of
Cliristian writings have been found, and among them fragmeors of
copies of Old Testament and New Teswnent books. 1bese tran·
scriptions date from different centuries, of course, as the papyri in
general do.
The oldest fragment of a copy of n New Teswnent Scripture
which has so far been discovered is the fragment of the Gospel
of John found in 1935. This fragment was in a group of papyrus
which had been classified under the nineties of the first century
A. D., and could not be placed later than the very beginning of
the second century. But let us remember that this papyrus is
only a cot,y. This proves that the Gospel of John was known and
that copies of it had been spread as far as Egypt by about A. D. 100.
Clearly then, the original, the Gospel of John itself, must have
been in existence before any copies of it could be made. All
theories about the Gospel which rest on the assumption that the
Gospel originally dates from some decade in the second century,
long after the death of the Apostle John, have therefore become
entirely unhistorical.
Quite obviously, then, the basis for n historical view of the Gospel are the statements of the Gospel itself and the teStimony of
aadidon with regard to its authorship and the date of its origin.
This point of departure claims that the author was an eyewimess;
and among all the eyewitnesses he was an Apostle; and among the
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol22/iss1/21
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Aposda be wu the Apostle John, the son of Zebedee. Working

&am mil basis. .moieover, we find the least difticulty in understanding bow me Gospel could come into existence and possess its
awn peculiar cbanaer.
THB

THBOR.Y OF THE "PllBsBYTBR." JOHN

'Ibis memy belongs into the. same category as the above-named
theodes which all take for granted that the Gospel of John came

imn mm1Ce after the death of the Apostle John, during the second

cemmy. The justification of the theory, moreover, stands and
&Us with the supposition that the Gospel was written toward the
middle or close of the second century, for only if the Gospel came

inm mRmc:e after the death of the Apostle John, is there any
came to look for another John who might have been its author.
The tbecxy of a "Presbyter" John as author is related to the effort
tO explain and defend the fact that the Gospel had been issued
in John's name, especially in the name of a John of Ephesus.
'Ibis theory is so vaguely grounded that it is mentioned only as
a classic example of the unsatisfactory or, in reality, non-existent
foundations which have been used to support a theory by those who
had tO defend a theological concern.
Fim of all, we must point out that nowhere in literature do we
find any reference to a "Presbyter" John who was said to have
written the Gospel unr.il this theory was brought forward in the
last century. None of the Fathers or other writers in the whole
history of the Church have mentioned or even hinted at sue~ a
thing.
Dionysius of Alexandria put forward his guess, about A. D. 250,
that the Book of Revelation was written by another John than
the Apostle John. Dionysius noted that Revelation was written
in a· style different from the Gospel of John, and having been
trained in philosophical thought and expressions, he had little understanding of the symbolism of Revelation. It was therefore his
theological concern t0 attribute that book to another author. Since
he was altogether persuaded that the Gospel of John had been
written by the Apostle John, he supposed that Revelation must
have been written by another John. But he says explicitly that
this is only a guess. He quotes no sources which say that Revelation
was by another John, nor did he have any authority for this statePublished by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1951
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ment that there bad liftd another John of such rromioeoce ~r
bis authority wuauthenticate
swlicient co
a canonical Scripaue.
His conclusion that there was another John was a guess which
be founded on the fact that at Ephesus there were two memorials
the name John. Dionysius does not mention a "Piaby="

John.

pored

Busebius (A. D. 325), who also takes it for
that the
fourth Gospel was written by the Apostle John, quores Dionysius of
Alexandria and also suggests that Revelation might have been
written by another John. 1be ground of his guess is a quowioo
from Bishop Papias of Hierapolis, who, according to Eusebius' supposition, had known both the Apostle John and another John. The
title "Presbyter" John derives, falsely, from this quotation. We see
therefore that Eusebius had no reliable authority on which to
ground his supposition. He builds on his own conclusions.
Now, we musr observe thnt Papins in the passage which Eusebius
qUOteS, and which we have only in his quotation, cnnnot with any
certainty be said co mention two distinct Johns. Furthermore, it
should be noted that the quotation does not refer to any John at
all called "Presbyter" to be distinguished from other prominent
men. In this quoration, which is the onl1 so-called ground for the
theory that there was a "Presbyter" John, several individuals are
mentioned under the title "Presbyrer." This word is best rendered
in the passage given ns "the aged" or "the Elder." The quotation
from Papias must be given here in translation in order to make
this matter clear, and the word "Presbyter" will, wherever it occurs,
be uanslated "Elder," since this is its meaning. For this quotation
has often been strangely falsified by the defenders of the theoty of
another John, who employed the word "Presbyter" only in one
place - the place where it suited the theory- and in every other
where
pl:i.ce
the word occurs they translated it "aged" or "Elder"
or used a similar term, so thnr the false impression is created that
Papias speaks of a John who, in contradistinction to all others,
even the Apostle John, was called "Presbyter." The quotation reads:
"I will nor hesitate to cite and compare the things of which I was
given sure knowledge by lh• Eld•rs and which I ascertained .. •
wherever (and whenever) I mer anyone who had companied with
IN Blturs, I sought after the words of lh• E.ldws, what Andrew and
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol22/iss1/21
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HO

wbar Ptler bad aid, what Philip or Thomas or James or John
or Maabew or what some 01hw of the Lord's disciples bad said,
ID Ibo wlm Arisdoo. or 1he BlJe, John, the Lord's disciples, say."
k lhoald be DOa:11 that Papias does not say a word about John's
Gospel or about any other Johannine Scripture. He is speaking of
me rndirioo banded down by word of mouth from the Lord's
disciples which be collected, tradition, that is to say, outside the
wriaen Gospels which were already in existence.
1be r:anarbble differentiation between what certain of the distipla of Jesus W sllitl and what tw0 disciples '"' may most simply
be explained if one interprets, without preconceived ideas, in this
"J! When Papias collected his information, a large number of
die lord's disciples were no longer alive, and he can find out only

nu tbey W sllitl.

But the .Apostle John was still alive, and with

regard to him be can note both what he h11d s11itl and what he was
llill u,n,i. .And since most of the Lord's disciples had already died,
lie found it of value to note what another disciple of Jesus who
ns sdll lmng, Aristion, was saying. It would appear most natural

therefore to conclude that the designation "the Elders" is applied
mthe Apostles. Those who are given the tide "the Elders" are the
Apostles, among them John. That the word "the Elder" is used a
RCODd time before John's name distinguishes him as an .Apostle
&om Arisdon, who was only a disciple.
This sutement by Papias in no wise therefore suggests that he
is speaking of lWO different Johns. Probability leans toward the
conclusion that he knew of only one John, the Elder, or the Pres6pn, Job,,, that is to say, the Apostle John, just as he clearly speaks
of the Prub71,r Antlrftll, the Presbyter Peter, the Presbyter
Philip,
rbe Pnsb71n Th011111s, and so forth, all of them Apostles.
I/ it is true, however, that Papias is speaking of two Johns,
~
one wu not an .Apostle, then he is only one. of several
~~ calls Presbyters. Not a single word of Pap_w says or
fflli -~ l y suggests that he had any connection w1th the au~ of John's Gospel.
Tbae is, however, one more factor which makes it probable
that Papias is using an expression which was common toward
me close of the Apostolic Era and immediately
.?1us a~te~!;
honoring the Apostles with the tide "the lilders," or~''Presbyters."

?E

,..
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1be Secoad and Third Epistles of John begin with a greedo&
simply hom ..the Elder," or "the Presbyter," without the addiriaa
of a name. Obviously this means that when these I.cam wae
written, their recipients knew only of one who bore the bomnl
title. 'lmr"'11 only natural if we assume that it is the Apostle John,
who, after the death of all the other Apostles, was the only oae
living of "lh• Bltlns'' and would, therefore, immediately be rec•
ognizcd by the,name "the Elder," or "the Presbyter."
It may also be remarked that it was natural for Papias and bis
generation toApostles
refer to the
by the name ..the Elders."
Papias belonged to the generation which immediately followed
the generation of the Apostles. Papias was a contemporary of
Polycarp. and, according to lrenaeus, both had been disciples of
the Apostle John. It is highly improbable, on the other band,
that Papias would call the disciples of the Apostles, the outstanding
men of the generation after the Apostles, that is, of his own gen·
emtion, "the Elders." To his generation it would be natural tO call
the prominent men of the generation before their own "the Elders."
It is obvious that those whom a Inter genemtion called "the Elden"
would not be given that title by the men of their own generation.
It is therefore natural that Papias ( 70-145) called those who had
followed the lord, that is, His Apostles, "the Elders," and that, in
a later generation, those who had heard the lord's Apostles and
who carried on their work, were c:illed "the Elders," as they were
,
for instance, by Iren:ieus (142- 202). It is, then, most probable,
in fact as good as certain, that Papins, when he uses the word
"Elders" refers to the men whose names he mentions, that is, the
Apostles Peter, Andrew, Philip, James, John, Matthew. And so it
is perfectly clear that the title "the Elder," when applied t0 John,
has the same significance which it has when it is applied t0 Peter
or Andrew. Presbyter John, or the Elder John, is therefore the
same as the Apostle John. Papias, then, does not mention or know
of any special "Presbyter" John. But Papias' statement is the only
ground for the hypothesis that there was a "Presbyter" John who
was distinct from the Apostle John. This "Presbyter" John is a
fiction of the imagination as chimeric and little connected with
history as any character in a fairy tale.
Lund, Sweden
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